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Stand in Awe is the name of this Inspired Flow Art piece. The colors in it are:
• Black representing endlessness of eternity 
• Purple representing glory
• Sapphire representing deep residing beauty
• Stream representing clarity 
• Aqua representing flow
• Pink representing awe
• Light turquoise representing refreshing 
• Snow representing purity

Be filled with awe. Lose yourself in the beauty of the universe. Resist the temptation to 
be bogged down by the worries and troubles of daily life. No matter how large your 
cares may seem to loom – one look at the night sky quickly reminds us how small we 
are in the scheme of things.

And yet, each of us has far more impact than we understand. Like a pebble tossed into 
a pond, its size small and seemingly unimportant but the ripples go on and on. So be 
caught up in the awe of the universe, all the while embracing your place within it. By 
allowing yourself to ponder the expansive nature of existence, you open your mind to 
the realm of possibility; suddenly the narrow window of “impossible” melts away. 

Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines the word “awe” as “a strong feeling of fear 
[reverence] or respect and also wonder.” When was the last time you truly paused to be 
caught up in a sense of overwhelming astonishment and reverential amazement at 
something? How beautiful would our perspective of life be if we were intentional to do 
that daily? 

Consider challenging yourself to live a life of awe. Challenge yourself to see the 
beautiful intricacies in the world around you (and in yourself). Recognize the glory of the 
world and allow that wonder to cultivate a sense of gratitude and hope in your heart that 
is life-changing. Truly the possibilities are endless.

We hope the art and the colorful encouragement speak to you. Enjoy life and stay in the 
flow!
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If this colorful encouragement has touched you, we would love to hear your story!  

Please share it with us by emailing it to info@inspiredflowart.com  


